In this paper we study combining designs concatenating levels from a full factorial for some factors with screening alternatives for the others. This was done to deal with a practical situation in plant nutrition experiments. The original problem was a study design for 14 potential factors in banana tree nutrition, and researchers imagined four full factorials were needed to test their hypothesis, being two from the 3 3 and two of the 3 4 series. As this would demand at least 216 experimental units and facing limited resources we seek for a different planning strategy. The idea was to combine in the same experiment four instances of DSD (Definitive Screening Designs) for 10 three-level factors, each in a different block, with a fraction of the full factorial of the 3 4 series. A central point treatment, with average level for all factors, was present in all blocks. Interchange algorithms were used to concatenate the factor levels. Resulting optimized design was compared to the designs sampled following the same principle. Design comparison criterion was the expected average variance of the estimates for factors (Ar optimality). Optimization reduced 4.02% of the average values of the criterion in a reference population of sampled designs. It was possible to show that the variance for linear and quadratic effects in the full factorial were higher than in the optimized plan. As an example, the analysis of an actual field trial is presented. Authors recommend the use of fractional factorial strategy including DSD designs in agronomic trials, specially in the screening phase.
Introduction
A common problem in many sector of economic activity, including agriculture, is the search for process variables that has greatest potential to change production levels. Given that dozens of candidate factors can manifest themselves at different expression levels, combinations of all possible factors' levels make experimentation unfeasible. Since the 1950's, however, some important concepts of experimentation strategy has been developed to tackle specific problems, as opposed to use standard designs for all kind of experiments (MEAD et al, 2012) .
In general, we expect from most of the factors to be relatively irrelevant and a few to be the important ones to tune the production process. In this sense, repeating levels of the non important factors are simply helping inference on the relevant ones. Screening designs had been proposed to help finding those causal variables using sensible fractions of full factorials.
In many cases, screening designs are saturated or supersaturated, as they have more study factors than possible runs. Some examples are resolution II designs and those proposed by Plackett and Burman (1946) . Those designs use only two levels of each factor, frequently added by a central point. This makes second order effects and factor interactions confounded or non-estimable.
To deal with this, Jones and Nachtcheim (2011) proposed a new class of trial designs, the so called definitive screening designs (DSD). Such plans require only 2m + 1 runs for m factors. There is no need of orthogonality between pairs of main effects, as required in Cheng and Wu (2001) . Tsai et al. (2000) presented essentially the same properties, but did not emphasize the patters in resulting designs. The construction method from Jones and Nachtsheim (2011) is slightly different, although also based on an optimality criterion and a search algorithm.
DSDs has been investigated since this seminal paper and there are many proposals for extensions for blocking and different numbers of factors as well as discussions on algorithms, and combinatorics of DSDs NACHTSHEIM, 2011a, 2013; LIN, 2015; WANG et al., 2015; YANG et al. 2017 ). In the case of experiments with more than five factors, DSD estimate the quadratic model with no interactions with a high efficiency, due to small aliasing among first order interactions and quadractic terms. For some designs it is also possible to estimate some first order interactions and this is associated with better estimation of main effects.
As it is always the case in a fractional factorial analysis, conditioning on the absence of causal main effects or quadratic terms, other interactions benefit from smaller aliasing in the new design matrix.
An additional problem to make those designs used in agronomy is the traditional reliance in full factorial experiments.
To convince practical experimenters, it still need to be shown with actual examples that fractional factorials are viable, with as powerful an inference, a better local control and for smaller cost. To achieve such aim we present a study design to infer on nutrition factors in banana trees.
In this study, 14 potential nutrition factors were tested. The initial proposal was to test research hipothesys with four (4) full factorial designs, being two of the 3 3 and two of the 3 4 series. This would need at least 216 experimental units (e.u.) . This would make the experiment unfeasible due to restrictions in area and seedlings available.
We decided to plan for the limited resources combining DSD ideas for 10 of the factors and a full factorial of the 3 4 series for the remaining four. Experimental area was divided in four blocks, each receiving a DSD in which one treatment has both central point of Full factorial and DSD, but remaining e.u. receive a combination of non-central points from a DSD and the full factorial.
The methodology to combine DSD and full factorial is presented in next section. It follows the structure of resulting combined design and a brief description of the search algorithm. Resulting distribution for the optimality criterion in the population of designs is compared with values found after searching. Some efficiency comparisons with factors from the full factorial are also presented. The analysis of a continuous variable from the actual experiment that used this design is given as an example.
Methodology
For the results in this paper we implemented an interchange algorithm to combine DSD (fractional factorials of the 3 10−6 series) with the full factorial (3 4 ). The computer search has a criterion that minimize the variance of estimates for main effects and quadratic terms of all factors in DSD and for main effects, quadratic and first order interaction between pairs of factors in the full factorial. Basic code presented in the Apendix was developed in R (R CORE TEAM, 2018). Additional code and explanation, if needed, can be shared by the authors.
Initial design and search algorithm
From an initial design with 84 lines (21 per block) we reserved one line in each block for the central point (14 zeroes) and the remaining 80 lines (20 per block) for a combination of DSD 10 and full factorial (3 4 ) non central points. The initial allocation was at random and those are already combination of locally optimized designs with the full factorial. So there is a population of such designs for each the criterion can be evaluated. The distribution of those values can be seen as a reference for combined designs and was used to infer if computer search can improve on original proposed designs.
Optimality criterion adopted considered the average variance of all estimable effects, corrected by local control (blocks).
Thus, we evaluated the trace of corresponding submatrix from covariance matrix without rows and columns associated to blocks (A r optimality, GOOS and GILMOUR, 2017; TRINCA and GILMOUR, 2015) .
For the reference distribution approximation we used a random sample from the 80! (∼ 7, 16 × 10 18 ) possible designs (already good) obtained by the concatenation of DSD with levels of the full factorial. Sample size was N = 10 × 10 6 and the best design from this sample was submitted to an interchange algorithm. Resulting design is then considered the best permutation to estimate desired model.
In the actual experiment there was a mistake in the identification (and assemblage of) one treatment from the full factorial. Nevertheless, criterion value and the efficiency for this design and the variance of estimates for the full factorial and corresponding terms in DSD were also evaluated. Table 1 brings the basic structure of the design. From the full factorial of the 3 4 series, fixing on central point for each block, we proceed to interchange remaining 80, keeping, for each block, a fixed structure for a DSD 10 for the other factors. Resulting design has t = 81 treatments, but just one (the central point for all factors) is repeated (4 times). Total numberof experimental units is n = 84 arranged in b = 4 blocks of size k = 21.
Combined design structure
All 14 factors represent suplements for mineral nutrition of banana trees, previously selected by the research group, being seven biostimulators: "Multiturbo" (MTU), "Acadian" (ACA), "PDQ Perenes" (PDQ), "Biof-Nature1" (BKP), "Biof-Nature2" (BF2), "Litho-Natus" (LTL) and "Vitakelp" (VTK), seven soil conditioners (B): "Shell Limestone" (CC), "Agro Silicon" (AG), "Eggshell" (CO), "Dolomite Limestone" (CD), "Celtonite" (CT), "Seaweed" (HA) and "Lithotane" (LT). To make for a simples presentation of the design we represent all 14 levels in the Table 1 by alphabetic sequence "A", "B", · · · , "N". 
Starting design and distribution for optimality criterion values
In Figure 1 is depicted the reference distribution for the criterion evaluated for each design in the sample of size 10 × 10 6 . Note that this is a random sample of designs in which all factors are estimable. In some sense they are all good designs, with better properties than usual full factorial choices. The average of distribution is 0.4707 and the best design has variance 0.4549 (the smallest value). we depicted this value with a thick vertical line in the graph. Best design that can be found by chance is 3.47% more efficient than the average of good designs. A typical design assembled by hand with the researchers (Basic Plan) will also have good properties, with criterion value slightly lower than average (0.4623), i.e. 1.81% more efficient than the expected random choice.
After the search algorithm, the best design found has criterion value 0.4525. This value is marked with a thin vertical line and represents a design 4.02% more efficient than expected by a random choice of a good design.
This implies that a sensible initial suggestion for researchers, following good experimental considerations, i.e., trying to combine contrasting levels in the same block, could be found without search algorithms, only using statistical considerations such as orthogonality and balance. However, a better design could be found by a random search and an even better design can be (almost) always found using interchange algorithms It is commonplace that discrete interchange algorithms may not result in global optima, however, the best design found repeat consistently the criteriom values from different starting points. This value is also very unlikely in the random sample of good designs (in this case, of course, p < 10−7). This result is a clear indication that we could enhance the efficiency of fractional factorials even when odd restrictions from researchers are imposed, such as the need to have a full factorial design for some factors (for comparison purposes), or some unexpectedly inconvenient block size, for instance. In this case we used blocks with k = 21 and n = 84, numbers that were very interesting to have a good control of experimental conditions for sucha great number of factors. This is also an indication that a definitive screening design with 14 columns (DSD 14 ) would be a suitable solution for the search of causal factors, and that other optimal designs would also be useful and could use less experimental effort (and money). This means that on optimized fractional factorial could be built for smaller number of units with possibly better local control, if not for initial restrictions. 
Efficiency for partial models in resulting design
In table 2 is described an interesting aspect of the results, that is the efficiency of fractions from full factorial within each block as compared to factors from DSD 10 .
This might help to enlighten the potential of using Fractional factorials at smaller costs, keeping low variances for the desirable estimates. This makes for a better hypothesis testing in the search for causal factors. As for Block I, optimized design is 10.62% more efficient than the Basic Plan. In all four blocks efficiency is even higher. This means that average variance of estimates from optimized design is smaller for every block. In particular, this is due to a better concatenation of rows from full factorial and DSD 10 . The initial reason for combining those levels was to show researchers that screening causal factors could be done without repeated full factorial designs (point that is already extensively made in the literature, e.g. Box, Hunter and Hunter, 2005) . On the other hand, design strategy has a potential to make screening designs widely used in agronomic trials. A good combined design could also be assembled by hand, without relying on computer search. As a general indication, however, a DSD 14 would be the optimal design for screening with small variance. This design would use just n = 29 experimental units (or at least n = 30 to allow for replication of the central point, or how much possible for more than 2 replications of it).
Efficiency of actual design (sub-optimal)
Due to treatment identification problems (a change in a composition of a treatment), the actual field design was changed, this brought larger impact on the full factorial than in the DSD factors, as expected. The lack of efficiency could be easily evaluated. For 4 factors in 3 4 series average variance rise to 2.6953 (from 2.3811 in the original plan). This means actual design is 88.4% efficient as compared to planned design. For the DSD, of course, efficiency did not change. The estimability for quadratic model was unnafected.
The covariance of estimates for quadratic effects in the actual experiment was also evaluated and is presented in the following matrices: This means that simpler models were better estimated (uncorrelated estimates) by the fractional factorial and this strategy is clearly recommended.
In Table 3 is presented the optimized design resulting from interchange algorithm. In the last row, the average bias for each factor is evaluated. Of course, we yield an unbiased design, but what happen in the actual experiment was biased, with changes most factors. As an illustration, the analysis for one of the variables is presented in the next section.
Example for plant heigh
The experiment was evaluated for many agronomic traits, such as plant height, diameter of pseudocaule, number of leaves by plant, number of tillers per plant, etc. The evaluation was done in two seasons, we decide to show an example of a continuous trait (plant height) evaluated in last season. The main purpose of this example is to illustrate the simplicity of ANOVA and associated tests for hypotheses on linear and quadratic effects.
Data and model passed ordinary normality tests such as Box and Cox (1964) , performed with R package MASS (VENABLES e RIPLEY, 2002) . There was no need to transform original data.
In ANOVA summary (Table 4) we verify the relevance of main effects for CT and CD as well for AG:LT interaction . Table 3 -Optimized design from interchange algorithm. In the last row it is evaluated the average bias 
Final remarks
In this paper we introduce a screening design alternative that combines levels of a full factorial for some factors with Definitive Screening Designs for the others. It was possible to assembly combined designs with efficiency that are smaller and more efficient than ordinary full factorials, restricting our estimation to lower order models.
A design assembled by hand is not bad, but had average variance that was in the middle of a distribution for good designs that could be found by chance. An interchange algorithm, however, makes possible to find a much better design.
Optimized design made the whole experiment possible to be carried out (due to smaller size and better control). It was tested in practice with some implementation problems, but still could be used to make inference on causal factors.
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